10 Work From Home tips from an ex-monk
How to get things done without going bonkers or freaking out
because everything has changed, and you can’t get out the
house to stretch your legs

Sensible advice for crazy times
by Martin Stellar
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Introduction

Hey… how you holding out there…?
What a time we live in, right?

Whichever of those two groups you belong to, you’ll find
the ideas in this ebook rather useful - if not a gamechanger.

Problem is (I consider it a blessing in disguise, but still)
things still have to get done. We still need to make a living,
whether that’s as an employee working at home, or as an
entrepreneur - the people I normally work with.

Here’s the tl;dr of it all: In any situation - and the more
tense or complicated, the more this holds true - our
performance depends on the state we’re in, mentally and
emotionally.
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Protect your state and you’ll probably be alright - but let
your state slip, and everything will start to fall apart.
I’m no expert on productivity or working from home, but I
did spend 12 years in a monastery - I know a thing or two
about optimising and protecting our state for best results.
So I’ll share it all here, in as short a form as I can (lesson
#1: there’s a balance between intake and output, and it’s
really tempting to read lots, watch a lot of videos or
movies - but at those moments, you’re not producing.
Mind the balance).
Here we go.
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1. Observe
personal and
mental
hygiene
Part 1: personal hygiene and care.

day, and your subconscious will do all it can to help you
achieve that mission. Enter self-sabotage and procrastination.

Take your shower, brush your teeth, floss, apply makeup,
brush your hair… whatever is your normal morning routine:

Routines - and especially personal and cleanliness routines -

keep it intact. This is far, far more important than you think.

are extraordinarily important for mental stability and fortitude.

Sure you can take your shower at noon, that doesn’t hurt

Ask any prisoner.

anyone, right?

And while we’re not in prison, ‘reside in place’ has a lot in

No, but it might hurt your productivity. If you dress sloppily,

common, so: keep your routines intact, please!

you tell your subconscious that it’s going to be a nice casual
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That goes for day/night routines as well. One of the easiest
ways to screw with the mind and energy levels is to disrupt
standard patterns (ohai, jetlag), so the more you go to sleep
and get up at the same times, the easier you’ll find your days
and your work.
Part 2: mental hygiene (Or: GiGo)
As for mental hygiene: it really is a category of its own, but I’ll
pop it in here anyway:
What you put into your mind determines what you’ll think
about and talk about, and it’ll influence your emotions,
choices, actions, and performance.
If you want to do well, mentally and emotionally, and also get
stuff done, it pays to be ruthless in what kind of media you do
and don’t consume.
And no, you don’t need to watch the news in order to stay
informed, because informing you isn’t what the news has on
its job description. See this article for a clear, insider-oriented
look on what the news is actually doing.
Keep your mind clear of rubbish, folks.
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2. Dress for
work
Pyjamas are not
performance attire
I know, it’s nice that you can finally work in your pyjamas!

dressed in the morning, instead of sliding into your office

Can’t go to work - dress casual!

chair straight out of bed or after your breakfast. You’ll notice a
big difference.

Yes, can be fun - but be careful: everything you do primes your
brain - either for productivity or for slacking off. You choose

When you dress lazy or too casual, you’ll feel lazy and casual -

which.

and that’s fine if you decide your day will be relaxed, but if you
want to perform: dress.

Dressing for work is no a law, and in fact some people get
tons done wearing pyjamas. But if you find yourself struggling
to stay on task and get stuff done, try to spend a week getting
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3. Patience &
compassion
Be reasonable with yourself

It’s not just the changes in the world. It’s not only the fear, and

Given all that, you wouldn’t deride a friend or your child for

the anxiety we perceive all around or might be experiencing

being less than on top of things, and so: no need to beat

ourselves. It’s more than the kids or the neighbours:

yourself up either.

We’re in a massively disruptive phase, there’s threatening

Set the best goals you can (see section 8: S.M.A.R.T. goals),

influences and scares all around us, and on top of that we’re

give it your best, measure your input, and then: relax.

being asked or told to stay put.

You’ll get there, and sooner if you don’t beat yourself because

Given all that, it would be utterly unreasonable to expect

you’re having trouble adjusting.

normal, standard levels of performance.
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And no, you don’t get to be impatient with yourself for how
long that’s taken, either.
It takes as long as it takes, so please be kind to yourself.
It’s a lot nicer, and it’ll go faster that way too.
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4. Routines are
your friend

Scary word, routines? I hear that a lot.

amount of mental energy.

As an ex-monk though, I can tell you routines and habits are

And the more decisions you make in a day, the sooner you’ll

fantastic tools for your mind and your performance.

be depleted.

Habits and routines save up time, create space in your mind

But if you create routines and habits around the same things

for creativity and productivity.

you need to decide every day anyway, you’ll suddenly have a
whole bunch more mental space and time to do your work

They’re based on the ‘decide once’ principle, which is

and do it right.

important because each decision you make costs a certain
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5. Place a
mirror behind
your
workstation
This is a weird little productivity hack: take a large mirror, and

looking at it!

hang it on the wall behind your workstation.

What happens is that ‘being observed’ causes self-awareness,

Yeah I know - weird, no?

which causes us to behave more in alignment with the selfimage we have. And our self-image was ‘WFH and get a whole

Well, not so weird. It’s a well-studied psychological effect, that

bunch done today’, right?

when someone is watching us, we tend to perform better.
Even when it’s not a person, but just the image of an eye.

Right. Then, why not get that mirror and make life easier for
yourself?

Or, indeed, our own image looking at us, even if we’re not
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6. Find an
accountability
buddy
To take that kind of ‘being observed&self-awareness effect’ up

help you prevent that from happening again?’

a level higher, you can set up a recurring meeting with a friend,

These are useful questions for both of you - and very often,

partner or colleague, where you each commit to show up.

you’ll find that the goals you set weren’t optimal (see also:

Schedule 50 minutes, and at the start of each meeting, you

section 8: S.M.A.R.T. goals).

each state what you want to have done in that time.

For a handy tool that allows you to find a workbuddy any time

During the last ten minutes, you report back on how it went. If

of the day, have a look at focusmate.com - it’s a really cool

you want to help each other, you can ask ‘what got in the

platform.

way?’ when something didn’t work, followed by ‘how can I
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7. Start by
blocking time
for food, rest
and play time
When working with goals, of course you have to schedule and

creativity happen.

plan.

If you want to stay sane and productive, you need to sleep,

But what most people do wrong, is schedule their work, and

and rest, and eating isn’t a thing you can skip either.

then let the day fill all available space, gradually cannibalising

So flip it around: block out hours for sleep, for eating, for

the time you need (yes: need. you too) in order to eat, relax,

learning, for being with the family, for play and whimsical

and - very importantly - ideate and daydream.

reverie - and then around that, fill in blocks of work time.

Yes daydream. Or consider it as reverie - or whatever may be

Just like if you book a trip somewhere, your calendar adjusts

your favourite no-action way of filling the well and let
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around that unavailable time, as you get closer.
Start your planning by booking unavailable (for work) time.
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8. Set
S.M.A.R.T.
goals
You know why goalsetting can go so wrong so easily?

So, try S.M.A.R.T. goals instead:

Because the person we are right now, planning and

Specific

strategising, tends to have a ridiculously unrealistic and

‘Sort office’ is way too broad, but ‘Clear off desk’ is a much

optimistic view on what our future self - the person you are

better, more specific, smaller goal (also see: Attainable)

when doing the planned work - is capable of and is willing to
do.

Measurable

And so we set goals that the subconscious already rejects

How will you know it’s done? Ten emails replied to? Spend 30

before we even start the work.

minutes doing small fast tasks?
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Define the outcome clearly (also see: Specific)
Attainable
Yes, you’re a powerhouse and you can move mountains. But
let’s not ask that of ourselves, because that only gives us a
reason to beat ourselves up if we set the bar too high. Instead,
make your goals ultra attainable: the feedback loop you create
when you keep checking off your tasks is going to add a
massive dose to your motivation.
Relevant
Cleaning out the kitchen cupboards sure is useful, but I’ll bet
you have Important Projects that you’d like to move forward
on. Choose your goals and projects by the criterion ‘Does this
move the needle? Does this activity, goal, or project drive
growth for my business? Or, does it advance my work project?
Timebound
By when would you like it done? Decide before starting. For
the purpose of this channel, best is to set an appointment
with yourself for the hour at which you’ll check in to report.
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9. Music,
environment
and priming
Just like how we start our da and how we dress, prime us, just

rushing straight into work.

so does our environment - except it keeps doing that as long

You might not be looking at the clutter, but it’ll be present in

as we’re in it.

the back of your mind, and that means you’re wasting mental

It can be a good idea to clean things up a bit in your office or

cycles for no better reason than not taking a few minutes to

on your desk before starting work, so long as you don’t end up

sort it out.

cleaning ‘everything and the shed in the back’.

That’s priming in its first instance.

Our environment has a big influence on our state, so it’s worth

Next, is a little routine or ritual you can build for yourself.

your time to pause and optimise it, instead of ignoring it and
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Maybe dance for a while, or do pushups or swing a kettlebell…
Get your blood pumping, raise your temperature.
And, playing some stimulating and motivating music can be
super helpful too.
And yes: you’re allowed to use ‘Eye of the Tiger’ as your bootup track.
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10. Track and
score action
taken, not
goals achieved
Reaching a milestone or completing a project is awesome,

you perform. Seeing the peaks, and seeing a tendency over

and when you do you should reward yourself (In appropriate

time, gives you a supremely important bit of mental feedback,

measure. Do not have a shot of wodka for every paragraph

which causes a feedback loop: the more you put in yet

you write. You’re welcome).

another hour, drink yet another shot, write another paragraph,
edit another photo, the more you’ll see your motivation and

But to stay productive and on track, you want to carefully

positive productive state increase.

measure and track the amount of effort, time, and exertion
that you spend.
You’ll see a curve, of how well you stay on task, and how well
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Bonus: take a
break! ☺

Aaaand… foot off the gas pedal.

Take a break, and realise that how you *will* perform matters
more than how you *did* perform.

You’ve given it your best, as much as can be expected in an
otherworldly time like this, so go get up, stretch, breathe, have

Good luck…

some water.

You got this!

Maybe you didn’t get to where you want to be, but that’s
happened before and it’s never been the end of the world.
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In case this is
for you…

If you’re looking for help growing your business, we have
several options to explore:
Coaching, consulting & implementation, and training - or, a
combination of the three.
Feel free to send an email to hello@martinstellar.com and
we’ll set up a time for an initial conversation.
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